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you can now easily drag and drop files between the virtual drives and the
explorer window. and to move your files to another computer, you can

simply drag the file to the daemon tools folder on the destination
computer. the new version of daemon tools lite now includes an advanced
image catalog. you can easily browse through images from multiple drives

at once. of course, you can view multiple images at once in explorer.
adding images was quick and easy to do in the new version of daemon

tools lite. open the add image dialog box and navigate to the desired iso
image. this dialog box is also where you can view the results of the

operation. you can edit the image if you wish. you can also delete the
image. daemon tools pro can create/mount drive images as iso, bin, img,
mds, img, aip, cue, and rmps media. you can also load media and create

virtual drive images. in daemon tools lite, you can create/mount drive
images as iso, bin, img, and img media. in addition to these, you can also
create virtual drive images, load media and create virtual drive images. it

supports plenty of image formats and can create iso and bin images. it can
also convert videos to various formats. if you are a beginner, this is a good
way to quickly get started with the software without being overwhelmed

with too many options. if you are a more advanced user, the software can
be used for anything from burning isos to disk partitioning and making
backups. daemon tools pro is an advanced backup tool that can backup

your dvd images to your hard disk. in addition to this, you can also create
iso images. daemon tools lite is an advanced backup tool that can backup

your dvd images to your hard disk.
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daemon tools is a
free, windows based
disk image emulator

software allowing
users to directly load

an image file onto
your computer

system from any
cd/dvd source under

any type of copy
protection. once an
image or emulation
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of a cd/dvd is
created you can

mount the image on
one of the virtual

drives and explore
the content as if
from a cd source,
only quicker. early
versions of daemon

tools came with
support for mounting

already created
images with

advances later on to
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support full
capabilities for

creating images in a
number of different

formats. further
updates included

support for
compressed and
encrypted image

formats and
capabilities to evade
the majority of copy-
protection systems

around. later version
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worked on the gui to
make mounting

images easier for
beginners and added
support cd/dvd/blu-
ray imaging ability
with an increase in
the number virtual

drives with a
maximum of 32.

daemon tools 4.36
last to support
windows 2000.

daemon tools later
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than version 4.36
supports windows

xp/vista/7. daemon
tools has a good

reputation for
stability with the
most preferred

version being 4.0.
pros: easily mount
images to virtual

drives, support for
many format types,

light on pc
resources. cons:
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need to reboot after
install, ad-ware

bundled with version
4.0+, difficult to

uninstall. daemon
tools lite 10.5 :is a

well known disk
imaging solution and

cd/dvd/blu-ray
emulator tool, it

allows you to mount
virtual disks easily.
daemon tools pro

exclusively provided
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by thepiratecity.co it
not only helps you

mount virtual disks,
but it also allows you

to create disk
images from

cd/dvd/blu-ray discs,
edit them with easy
and without need

third-party apps. the
program comes with
an intuitive and user
friendly interface, all
features very easily
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accessible, easy-to-
use and has features
for advanced users.
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